
 
 
Welcome to the May edition of the IPDA Newsletter.  What is the theme this month? It has to 
be the 175th anniversary of the penny black. But having said that, surely you are bored      
already with the new issues from around the world which commemorate that rather important 
and of course culturally changing event. Hope this Newsletter doesn’t add to that boredom! 
 
Royal Mail, from all I read, is certainly leading the pack in their new issues and postal        
frankings. I dread to think how much cash the average stamp collector will spend collecting 
Royal Mail new issue varieties. 
 
My expenditure will be zero $.  Why spend it now when in a few years there will be a glut of 
the material on the second hand market. All mint and fresh as some now poor collector who 
wasted their money on the various issues find they are wanting to sell the lot. 
 
One of my favourite opportunities to fleece the unsuspecting collector is from here. 
http://www.london2015.net/collectibles/  If you have not seen this do have a look.  
 
If you cannot be bothered to look, this is one paragraph from the promo. 

 
As 2015 will be a significant anniversary for London exhibitions, we decided to commemorate 

these shows, past and present, by issuing a set of 15 cards, one for each of the London shows up 

to 2015, and the last one for 2015 itself. The cards feature an interesting piece of memorabilia 

from each show on the front, and a picture of the exhibition medal with a brief description of the 

show and some advertising for LONDON 2015 on the rear.  

 

And that is before we even get to the penny black commemoratives.  Like get real people!  Who in 

their right mind would waste 20 quid on 15 cards. 

 
But back to Royal Mail issues.  This from the London 2015 site. …..  

Royal Mail Special Items at London 2015 
On 6 May 2015, exactly a week before London 2015 EUROPHILEX opened its doors, Royal Mail       
celebrated the 175th anniversary of the Penny Black with the release of a very special stamp issue. 
It included a miniature sheet, presentation pack and a retail stamp book with publicity for London 2015 
EUROPHILEX. 
This is the image shown, reproduced courtesy of the London 2015 website. 

 
Maybe some more on the following pages!  Best wishes, Michael  michaelatipda@gmail.com 
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I guess we all have 

one? Maybe.  

I found mine to 

show you.   

This with my initials. 

Cute eh! 

Stamp of the Month 

E D I T O R S  C O L U M N  

http://www.london2015.net/collectibles/
mailto:michaelatipda@gmail.com


Perhaps a page for reader comments and thoughts and questions?  
 
Your Editor will start by saying how surprised I am to see a few members resigning recently.  Some say they are not 
dealing any more. Sad to lose you, especially a past Chairman who  some of you may know is to blame for me being 
here and being your Editor.  Big smile and thanks to him and my very best wishes for all he does in the future. 

 
And  to plug one of our Members, Maxime Herold, from Canada will 

have a booth at ROYAL 2015 ROYALE in London, Ontario, Canada, 

from May 22-24 at the London Convention Center.   

 

You can find her at Booth #26.  Anyone going? please  do try to pop 

in and introduce yourself and spread the IPDA message.   

 

You can learn more about the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada 

and the ROYALE Show here   

 

 
Interested in New Zealand, then here is a very nicely presented Newsletter, from Campbell 
Paterson, Specialists in NZ Stamps & Postal History / Philatelic Publishers.  

 
On the subject of New Zealand, I finally got my copy of the SG New Zealand Catalogue. 
Lucky for me my sister was visiting from the UK so she bought a copy across with her.  
 
Now if only I could find the time to open it and get round to studying the material I have.  
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U P  F O R  D I S C U S S I O N   

Stamp Exhibition:  This one from the 

APS . Thanks to Don Ion for materials.  

APS STAMPSHOW will be held August 20

– 23, at DeVos Place Convention Center, 

303 Monroe Ave., NW,  

Grand Rapids,  

MI 49503.   read more here.   

 

Singapore 2015. I have written about 
this Exhibition a few times now and 
heard nothing from anyone who might 
be going but thought I would let you 
know about it once again.  
Just in case you have decided to attend.  
 
I will be there. My flights are booked. I 
arrive in Singapore on Friday 14th. Can 
only stay for the day on Saturday and if 
anyone is going to be there do let me 
know. Perhaps we can meet, either in 
the evening of the 14th or at the        
Exhibition on the 15th. Read more here 

 

http://www.campbellpaterson.co.nz/
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/philatelynews/~3/rgICYSocvMk/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email
http://stamps.org/StampShow-SS
http://stamps.org/Home
http://www.singapore2015.com/the_show.php?section=about_the_show
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This show is an innovation in the international philatelic calendar. 
 
2015 will be the first year since 1934 when a major international philatelic exhibition is held in London outside the 
ten-year cycle established in 1940. This is also the first exhibition in London that will take place with the           
patronage of FEPA, the Federation of European Philatelic Federations. 
 
Why are we holding this exhibition? In the first place 2015 is the 175th anniversary of the first issue of adhesive 
postage stamps. This was a great British invention that revolutionised communications and changed the lives of 
people around the world. It is hard to imagine the world before 1840 when communication was so expensive as 
to be limited to a small section of society. In an age when communication is more important than ever, this      
invention deserves to be celebrated. 
 
2015 is also the 125th anniversary of the first international philatelic exhibition held in London. In May 1890, an 
exhibition was organised to mark the 50th anniversary of the Penny Black and they have become a regular      
feature of the philatelic landscape ever since then. 
 
Coincidentally LONDON 2015 EUROPHILEX will also be the fifteenth international to be held in London. 
 
How could they miss the opportunity to hold No. 15 in 2015? 
 

London Exhibitions: There have been 14 international exhibitions in London since 1890. 

 
To celebrate the London 2015 Europhilex, a set of 15 “Advertising Cards”, which are  being distributed at other 
exhibitions between now and London2015 have been commissioned. 
 
The first of these cards which recalled the 1890 exhibition was launched at Thailand 2013, Bangkok, August 
2013. Others will follow this year at Autumn StampEx, Sindelfingen and Monte Carlo. 
 
A complete set will be available for sale in limited editions at the London 2015 Europhilex. More details  here  . 
 
Each card has been sponsored by a member of the philatelic community, including collectors, dealers and      
reporters, and the cards are being printed in limited numbers. With the exception of Card No 15, we do not expect 
to produce more than 1,000 of each. A proportion of these will be distributed at the shows listed above but some 
are being held back to  create complete sets that will be available for sale at LONDON 2015. 
 
To answer those collectors who have already asked us how they can obtain a complete set, you will be able to 
buy them at the show in May 2015 but be quick! Numbers will be limited. We expect the price for a complete set 
to be around £20 (to be confirmed).  If you would like to reserve a set, please contact Deborah 
at londonstamps2015@gmail.com. 
 
Pictures of the cards that have not yet been issued will be released as they become available. 
 
If any members do go to the show I would really appreciate a write up for the next issue, please! 
 

L O N D O N  2 0 1 5  E U R O P H I L E X   

http://www.london2015.net/collectibles/
mailto:londonstamps2015@gmail.com
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Editors Note; I read, in the January / February issue of the GB Journal - GBPS, about the 1988 - 1999 Decimal   
Castle High Value issues. I thought the following would be interesting for readers. Also so next page and Adrian’s 
piece about the engraver Inge Madlé,  

 

The Enschedé issue in 1997 produced the £1.50 
stamp with the Queen’s head omitted. SG 1993a, 
with a catalogue value of £2000 from my 2013 
SG Concise - that reminds me, I must get the 
2015 issue which is released in May.  

All known copies are reported to have passed 
through the post. The first reported copy was in 
the summer of 2001. It was postmarked in    
Shropshire on December 16th 1999.  

No more were discovered until the spring of 2004 
when a copy was found postmarked 16           
December 1999 at Market Street in Hednesford, 
Staffordshire. This copy  (see image) was paired 
with a normal stamp. 

Perhaps the most interesting copy was of the 
block of four (see image) found in 2005. These 
were postally cancelled in Middlesex on 10 June 
1999.  

The article I read suggested 19 used copies have 
been discovered.  I would be surprised if the    
catalogue price has not significantly increased.  

There are similar “Queen’s head omitted” from the 
£2, £3 and £5 stamps.  

I think it is about time I started studying my stock 
of these.  

Although surely I would have noticed if I had one. 
One never knows. 

I say this because it pays to pay attention. Stanley 
Gibbons sent an order to a customer in Singapore 
in 1998 on which they used one of the £5 stamps 
- yes, with the Queen’s head omitted as postage. 

 

With acknowledgement and thanks to GBPS - I am a member - for their excellent monthly publications and         
especially the article by Peter Shaw from the January / February issue, pages 10 - 20 of the GB Journal. Peter’s 
Decimal Castles exhibit has been accepted at London 2015  and the errors he has studied and written about will be 
included in that exhibit. Good luck to him. 
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O N L I N E  P A Y M E N T  S E R V I C E S   
 

 
In the April issue I re-published a piece by Adrian Keppel. I hope you enjoy it.  Given the Penny Black theme for 
this issue I thought I would show another of Adrian’s writings, This one about the engraver Inge Madlé. 

Visit Adrian’s excellent material at  My stamp engravers blog    

I highly recommend having a look and perhaps if you have 
customers who are interested in stamp engravers you can 
pass on this link.  

Last time 'round, when I uploaded the biography of Jacky   
Larrivière, I showed a Monaco stamp which had the engraver 
taking on the Penny Black, and with fine result I may add.   
(Editor: to the right is the stamp Adrian is referring to).  
 
 
Of course Larrivière was not the only one trying their 
hand at this famous stamp, and so today I present to 
you the Penny Black as done by the Dutch             
engraver Inge Madlé. 
 
It was, as you can see, issued by the Isle of Man, also 
as part of the 1990 celebrations to mark the 150th   
anniversary of the stamp. Again, it is a lovely          
engraving, I think. 

Madlé has engraved another famous Victorian stamp: 
the Blue Mauritius, when the Dutch postal museum 
bought one of the very few copies around. It           
appeared on a 1995 stamp. 
Have I whetted your appetite enough? If so, then why 
not check out her biography, which I've just uploaded. 
I had the pleasure of 'email interviewing' the engraver a    
couple of years ago and you can read the results by        
clicking HERE.    Here is an except — interesting you may agree.   

Inge Madlé, born in 1963 in Amsterdam, has by now been 
busy as an engraver and graphic designer for some 25 years, 
many of those spent in the employ of Joh. Enschedé Security 
Print.   
 
Enschedé was awarded the contract to re-engrave and print 
the Castles High Values, issued in July 1997.   
 
Inge Madlé was the engraver of the High Value definitives of 
Great Britain,  (Ed: check your SG Concise and yes you will see 
her name there)  
 
Although the same layout of the earlier versions, engraved by C. 
Matthews, was maintained, the engravings are original ones, 
based upon the original photographs by Prince Andrew, Duke of 
York  
 
Great work Adrian. It is always a pleasure to read your material 
and to learn so much from you. 

 

 

 

 

http://stampengravers.blogspot.co.uk/2013/07/madle-inge.html
http://stampengravers.blogspot.hk/
http://stampengravers.blogspot.co.uk/2015/03/yet-another-biography.html
http://stampengravers.blogspot.co.uk/2013/04/larriviere-jacky.html
http://stampengravers.blogspot.co.uk/2013/07/madle-inge.html
http://stampengravers.blogspot.co.uk/2013/07/madle-inge.html
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The World’s 
Very First    
Postage Stamp 
turns 175! 
 
It’s the one that 
started it all: the 
w o r l d - f a m o u s 
Penny Black. 
Issued in Britain 
on May 1, 1840, 
the Penny Black 
was the world’s 
f irst postage 
stamp for the 
prepayment of 
mail. And, in less 
than a month, 
the legendary 
Penny Black 
turns 175 years 
old. 

Now, to celebrate this milestone anniversary, Royal Mail is issuing a magnificent philatelic collection that’s a 
dream come true for collectors. 

Official commemoratives from Royal Mail 

The Penny Black 175th Anniversary Miniature Sheet features four stamps, two showing reproductions of 
the Penny Black, and two showing reproductions of the Twopenny Blue, which was issued right after the 
Penny Black. The background of this special sheet shows old-fashioned printing presses. 

The Penny Black 175th Anniversary First Day Cover features the entire Miniature Sheet bearing the      
colorful First-Day-of-Issue postmark, certifying this as a limited edition which can never be duplicated. A            
photograph of the “Old Original” die decorates the cachet, while the filler card features a succinct summary of 
the 1840 postal reform. 

The Penny Black 175th Anniversary Presentation Pack includes the Miniature Sheet and is loaded with 
information. Discussed are the developments that led to the 1840 postal reform, the printing process that    
created the Penny Black and Twopenny Blue, and the lives of postal reformers Henry Cole and Rowland Hill. 
Numerous images supplement the text. 

The Penny Black 175th Anniversary Retail Booklet features six Penny Black anniversary stamps and 1st 
class values. The Europhilex London 2015 logo and details are featured inside. 

The Penny Black 175th Anniversary Generic Sheet includes ten 1st class Penny Black anniversary stamps 
and ten 1st class Twopenny Blue anniversary stamps. Ten labels highlight the milestones in the development 
of the stamps, from a poster campaigning for postal reform through sketches and dies. An image of an issued 
sheet of Penny Blacks decorates the background. 

The Penny Black 175th Anniversary Medalist Cover features a stunning medal replicating the original 
Penny Black image. It also describes in great detail the story of the creation of the Penny Black. 

This lot will set you back a few quid!   My airfare to Singapore was less!    
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M O R E  P E N N Y  B L A C K  C O M M E M O R A T I V E S  

For an interesting read on the Royal Mail issues I highly recommend this blog. 
One already well known to many of you I am sure as our Member Roy from 
Spain is one of the authors. Excellent writings and interesting materials and 
views. Have a look at Machin Mania. All the gossip and news about the various 
issues known and expected. 
 
Other GB issuing authorities have, as one would expect, also issued           
commemorative stamps. 
 

Jersey Post & Go to celebrate the Penny Black at Europhilex 

Jersey’s JE01 series Post & Go kiosk will attend Europhilex next month, Jersey 
Post has confirmed.  
 
The kiosk, which will appear at the Business Design Centre in London from 13 – 16 May, will vend stamp labels 
printed with a special event overprint celebrating the 175th anniversary of the Penny Black. 
 
The overprint, which will read: Europhilex 2015 Penny Black 175, will be available on Jersey flag stamp labels for 
the duration of the exhibition.  
 
Pretty boring in your Editors view!. 
 
 

Isle of Man Post Office’s tribute to the 

175th Anniversary of the Penny Black, 

the world’s first adhesive posting stamp used in 

the public postal system, and the birth of       

Edward Stanley Gibbons, show the Penny 

Black, the Penny Red which replaced the Black 

and the TwoPenny Blue alongside William    

Mulready, Rowland Hill and Edward Stanley 

Gibbons whose portraits are featured on the 

stamps next to their associated contribution. - 

See more here   

An exclusive 20-stamp sheet, available in mint 

condition or Cancelled to Order, combines the 

Penny Black, Penny Red and the TwoPenny 

Blue, framed by a Mulready design and featuring 

Stanley Gibbons logo as a symbol of our collabo-

ration which celebrates the 175th Anniversary of 

the Penny Black and the birth of Edward Stanley 

Gibbons as well as the 150th Anniversary of the 

first Gibbons catalogue. - See more here  

Guernsey Post:  And finally this miniature 

sheet will be issued by Guernsey Post along with 
a similar design on a FDC Presentation Pack. 

 

 

 

http://machinmania.blogspot.hk/
https://www.iompost.com/stamps-coins/collection/175th-anniversary-of-the-penny-black-and-the-birth-of-stanley-gibbons/175th-anniversary-of-the-penny-black-sets-and-sheets/#sthash.BefPZMGU.dpuf
https://www.iompost.com/stamps-coins/collection/175th-anniversary-of-the-penny-black-and-the-birth-of-stanley-gibbons/175th-anniversary-of-the-penny-black-commemorative-sheetlet-/#sthash.POqIyHXc.dpuf


One reason to be a member of the IPDA is that you can promote your sales and use the IPDA Logo. It is in some 
small way a recognition for the buyer that you are a respected seller with some degree, ok perhaps small in this day 
and age, of accreditation. 
 
Reputation has to be earned, we all know that.  Hopefully IPDA membership is attributed to a seller because they 
have earned it.  
 
I say this in light of a recent piece I read by Glen Stephens from Australia.  Many of us know Glen, personally as well 
as by reputation, experience and years of credentials behind him. He says it how it is.  So do many of the very   
knowledgeable and well informed members of Stampboards – A site well worth reading to keep  up-to-date on every-
thing in the philatelic world I think. 
 
Anyway this example about buyer (or bunnies as they are 
called) who bought the stamp (see image right)  on eBay. 
 
There is lots more to read on this but I just quote a few of 
the remarks.  Acknowledgement and thanks to Glen for the 
excellent article available in the Australian Stamp Magazine  
or here. 
 
“………..The IQ of many eBay stamp bidders is surely in the 
single digits, that has been proven several million times, but 
now and again it gets heavily reinforced!  
 
Recently a bunch of frantic bargain hunting Bunnies bid this 
ridiculous rag shown nearby up to $A1,575. There were 41 bids.  This stamp, the 1980 
8f “Year Of the Monkey” is scarce - when genuine.   A genuine example is shown to the 
right.  It is a deep red colour, and 95% of those offered on eBay are fake – this eBay 
seller “bmw202012” has sold dozens of fakes in recent times for a healthy 5 figure sum 
in total.  Mint, used and on cover!  This sad sun-faded and/or bleached rag shown 
nearby was peddled as a “rare white paper printing”, and described as being: “in fine          
condition” despite a quite huge thin 

 
The truly massive thin was of course illustrated, but even that did not deter the Bunny 
Bidders, and nor did they look at the dozens of others Fake “T46 Monkey Stamps” this 
con has sold before on eBay.  The bare minimum of research of past sales even when 
planning to spend $1,000s on eBay never EVER seems to occur to some of these 
dopes. 
 
tinyurl.com/ChinaT46 is the detailed discussion on this saga, for those who enjoy watching Train Wrecks in         

progress - right before your eyes. …………….” 

 

And the morale of my rambling, are you losing sales on eBay or anywhere else for that matter because buyers are 
spending money on rubbish, on fakes, on poor items, because they know no better?  If you answered yes, or for a 
second even thought about it,  then perhaps you can think about how you can promote the IPDA, how you can     
promote the IPDA to buyers, as well as getting more dealers and pert time sellers to join the IPDA and in turn       
promote the IPDA to the buying community. I write in my monthly cddstamps Newsletter to my customer base about 
IPDA membership being important. Perhaps as a starter you can do the same  
 

 
 

I really am looking for new material for this Newsletter. Hope I hear from some of  you. Perhaps a write up from an    
exhibition. London 2015, whether from the Ontario London or the UK London. Would be really good to hear how those 
shows are seen through the eyes of a member.  Best wishes.,.. Michael     michaelatipda@gmail.com      
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http://www.glenstephens.com/column.html
http://www.stampboards.com/viewtopic.php?f=21&t=62117
mailto:michaelatipda@gmail.com

